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TVESDA Y, MARCH 21, 1961

Newark State Col lEge

Pecina, Santanello, Compete
Honor Scholarships
Available for Students For Student Org. Presidency
The Student Organization of
Newark State College will hold
its primary elections on March
27 and the final elections on
March 29,
The following students are
running for president: Douglass
Pecina and Joseph Santanello;
Vice President: Robert Conway
and Charles Brinamen; and Secretary Angela DeMartino; Louise
DeZoo; Rose Lee and Alice Moss.
Mr. Pecina, candidate for
president, is a General Elementary Major.
He has been
chairman of the Bond Issue
Committee,
member of
Wapalanne, Newman Club, and
Carnival Committee, and was a
College ·r_epresentative to the
USNSA
Congress
at the
Student Body President Conferen c e.
H e h as played in
Intra-mural activities and was
the President of his class in
his freshman year.
As a sophomore, he participated on the College Center
Board, the Student Faculty Cooperative in charge of the book
store and the snack bar, and the
Guides Committee. Mr. Pecina
played on the Varsity Basketball
Team, was a representative to
the Eastern States Association
Conference, and helped organize
hazing while also serving as
Vice-President of the Student .
Council and a member of Sigma
Theta Chi fraternity • .
1n his junior year, Mr. Pecina,
was a member of the Student
Council, College Center Board,
and in this capacity he
represented the Board at the
American Association of College Unions in West Virginia,
He has served on the Inter fraternity - sorority Council,
Student Leadership Group and
Prom Committee. He led the
program committee
th at
presented the Brother Four Program and has played on the
Varsity Basketball Team.
Mr. Pecina believes he should
be president of the Student Organization be c au s e, "I am
experienced in the government
of the Student Body. I have
served as Vice- President of the
student organization and as
president of my freshman class".
"These experiences have given
me a vast amount of knowledge
of the Newark State Students. I
feel I know as much about these
students, their aims and their
ideas, as any other person on
The institution of a Recreation this campus. With this experEducation Program, which was ience, and knowledge of the
planned for September of 1961, Student Body, and a real desire
has been postponed, Dr. Eugene to accomplish the t as ks that
I feel I can
Wilkins, , President of the Col- position dictates,
lege, announced. The students do the best job of leading our
who had applied for this program Student Organization,''
Also a candidate for president
will be admitted in September
into the curriculum they had is Mr. Joseph Santanello who was
indicated as second choice. Dr. chairman of the freshman execuWilkins explained, "Through the tive board, the freshman carnival
unfettered elective at the college, committee and th e freshman
these students will possibly be social. He also participated in
able to obtain many of the courses the ACE-SNJEA, Newman Club,
for a recreation education en- orchestra, and played in intrado rs em en t of their basic mu r a 1 basketball in his
freshman year.
certificate.
He is a member of the student
·"The Recreation Education
Program has received a- con- council,
Wapallane,
ACEsiderable amount of publicity. A SNJEA, and the Newman club,
very good article on the outdoor He has played in intramural
education phase of this work at baseball and basketball,
Mr.
Newark is given in the color Santanello has been a member
section of the Sunday Newark of the sophomore executive
News of March 12, The colored board, Sigma Beta Tau, and is
cover of the magazine section and vice president of the Guides Coma double page center display mittee, and sophomore
are made up of colored photo- representative for the Men's
graphs of Newark students,
Athletic Association. He served
"Plans for the Recreation on the Carnival Committee,
Education Program have not been Sophomore dance, hazing, and the
dropped. The program will Bond Issue Committees as a
probably be presented to the State sophomore;
Board of Education at a later
1n his junior year, he was
date,"
class oresident, president of the

Applications for the scholar- mentally retarded. Awarded on
ships awarded at the Honors the bas is of professional
Assembly in May, are available promise, the scholarship of
in the office of the Dean of $150.00 are given by the New
Students.
1n addition to the Jersey Association for Retarded•
applications made by students, Children.
the faculty, has been requested
The New Jersey Association
to nominate students they feel for Retarded Children, Bergen
and Passaic Unit, if offering
to be qualified.
Among the grants awarded, is $250,00 to be granted to one
the B. Croce Educational Society student or divided between two
Scholarship in honor of V. Liberio students in the Curriculum for
Sibilia, Class of 191 7. This Teachers
of Handicapped
scholarship of $100.00 is awarded Children preparing to teach
to a man for his sophomore, mentally retarded. Awarded on
junior or senior year who has the b as is of professional
evidenced qualities of leadership promise, preference is given to
and has maintained as atisfactory students expecting to teach in
academic record.
the Bergen-Passaic area.
The Teresa F. Fitzpatrick
One scholarship of $125.00 is
Memorial Scholarship is awarded being offered by the New Jersey
by the Newark Branch of the As s o c i at i o n f o r Retarded
As s o c i at i on fo r Childhood Children,
Morris Unit, to a
Education to a member of the student in the Curriculum for
junior class who ''has evidenced Teachers
of Handicapped
good scholarship and unusual Children who is preparing to
interest in service to others''. teach the mentally retarded, This
The recipient must be a member award is also made on the basis
of the Association for Childhood of professional promise,
Education and a graduate of a
Two Reading Scholarships of
Newark elementary, junior high $150.00 are being awarded by
or senior high school, or a the Triluminar Link No. 12 of
Newark resident. The grant is the Order of the Golden Chain
for $150.00.
to members of the junior class
The Business and Professional who have been in the top third
Women's · Club of Newark is of their class in the freshmen
offering a $150.00 scholarship and sophomore years and who
to be granted to a young woman have maintained similar grades
for her sophomore, junior anu in
the fall semester, The
senior ·years,
It is awarded students must be interested in
on the basis of professional s p e c i a 1 i zed techniques in
promise,
development and remedial readTwo $300,00 New Jersey Bell ing and must be residents of
Telephone Scholarships are being Union or Essex County.
awarded on the basis of proApplications for the above
fessional promise, as is the scholarships must be submitted
Nathan T, Schreiber Scholarship no later than April 1.
of $100,00.
1n addition to scholarships,
The Martha Mangold Memorial loans have been made available
Scholarship of $150.00 is also to students, The State of New
being awarded on the basis of Jersey has established loans for
professional promise but is lim- New Jersey students through parted to a student in the Curriculum ticipating banks with a 4% interest
for Teachers of Handicapped fee. The list of cooperating banks
is available in the office of the
Children.
Two LloydN. YepsonMemorial Dean of Students,
The National Defense EducaScholarship will be awarded to
students in the Curriculum for tion Loan Association has also
Te ache rs
of Handicapped made loans available to students
Children, preparing to teach the in need of financial assistance,

Frosh Seminars
Continue March 28
The College Center Board has
announced that the second series
of the Freshman Seminars will
begin March 28, At that time,
Mr. Edward Johnson, Registrar,
will be the speaker.
Dr. HowardDidsbury, association professor of the Social
Sciences, will speak on April
12, on the topic of "Islam,"
and will be followed on April
20, by Mr. James Day, Public
Relations Director of the College, who will speak on the
"Power of Mass Communications."
Dr. Hugh Brooks,
assistant professor of the Social
Sciences will be the last speaker,
and will address the group on
May 2, on the topic of "The
Changes in the Status -of the
African States."
The Freshmen Seminars will
be held in the Main Lounge at
7:30 P.M.

•Sophomores
On Thursday, March 23, at
3.30, there will be a meeting
of all sophomores in their
practicum groups. The bulletin board outside of the
Placement Office will give
directions pertaining to the
location of each meeting.

Rec. Program
Postponed

Joseph Santanello
Guides Committee, and chairman
of the Junior-Senior dance, and
intramural basketball, Mr. Santanello participated on the Student
Council Executive Board, College
Center Board, the Athletic Association, ACE-SNJEA, Sigma Beta
Tau, Traditions and Procedures
Committee, and the Leadership
Committee.
Mr. Santanello expressed his
reasons on why he should be
elected the president of the
Student Organization. "I feel
I can do the best job as
president of the Student Organization because the positions of
leRdership I haye held in the past
have provided me with experience
and an understanding of the
problems involved in student
government.
As President of
the Junior · Class I was instrumental in changing the design
of the class ring. I think this
shows that I do have the interests
of the student body at heart, and
the abilities to deal with their
interests.
' 'In addition to my experience
and interest, I will have the time
to devote myself to the student
government. Because I have the
necessary experience, interest,
and time, I believe I can and will
do the best job as President of
the Student Organization."
Charles Brinamen, candidate
for Vice- President of the Student
Organization, is a freshman
majoring in mathematics.
A
graduate of the Harold G. Hoffman high school in South Amboy,
Brinamen was business manager
of his high school yearbook. He
was chairman of his senior paly,
and manager of the cast, He
participated for four years on
the Dance Committee and played
on the bowling team, and basketball team in his sophomore year
in high school. He is also a
member of the C. Y.o.
This year, Brin amen has been
a member of Wapalanne, and the
Guides Comm~ttee and the Decoration
Committee for the
Freshman Dance.
Brin amen . feels he should be
elected Vice President of the
Student Organization because "he
wants to make sure that the
student body g e t s what they
want.''
Robert Conway,
also
a
candidate for the office of Vice
President of the Student Organization, was active in baseball,
track, swimming, and glee club
when he was in high school. 1n
addition, he has coached elementary and his school baseball and
track teams.
Since he has entered college,
Conway has served as Vice
President of the Freshman Class,
and
sportswriter for the
INDEPENDENT. He h as also
been a member of the Newman
Club and the Social Committee,
and has played intra-mural
basketball.

Douglas Pecina
Mr:"'Conway believes he should
be e 1e ct e d Vice President
because, "I have had experience
as Vice President of the
Freshman Class, and I am fully
acquainted with the duties of this
office.
I am interested in the
student body and Newark State
College, and I have developed
a knowledge of the problems
and needs which arise out of
student activities. I feel I can
help to remedy many of these
problems if I am elected Vice
P r e s i dent o f t h e Student
Organization,"
Angela DeMartino, a member
of the sophomore class, is
running for the office of Secretary
of the Student Organization.
She was the news editor of her
school paper, The Westonean,
of Westside High School in
Newark.
Other experience in
high school include President of
the Spanish Club and President
of the dramatic club,
At Newark State she is a member of Rho Theta Tau sorority,
the Parking Committee, and the
Carnival Committee. She was
also in Student Organi:Ation and
states that she is interested in
student functions and legislature
and as secretary would live up
to the goals of the organization
and student body.
Miss Lee, a junior at NSC,
is also competing for the office
of Secretary.
She has been
recording Secretary of her class
for the past three years, and is
a member of the Campus Committee,
She is a member of
the Junior Class Executive
Committee, and has served on the
decoration committee for the
junior social.
A member of Kappa Epsilon,
Miss Lee served on the Guides
Committee in her freshman year.
Miss Alice Moss, also Secretarial Candidate for the Student
Organization, is a junior majoring in the General Elementary
Curriculum.
Since she has been in college,
Miss Moss has been a member of
the glee club, the Guides Committee, and ACE-SNJEA, Also
a member of Kappa Epsilon Sorority, she has played on the girls'
volley ball and basketball teams,
Miss Moss feels she should be
elected as Secretary of the Student Organization, because, "I
feel I would like to do something
for the school, and I haven't had
the chance to contribute to school
life as . much as I would like to.
I feel I can offer something to the
school."

-----

According to the college catalogue "probation" is given any
student who receives grades of
D or F in thirty-'per-cent of his
work. Technically, this is known
as academic probation. Students
mjy also be put on probation for
"conduct. • .detrimental to the
College".
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Editorials
More on Elections

Dr. McCarty, who had a lot to do
with bringing them to Newark
State
College, should also
rec eive a great deal of praise.
Not only i;, he a boon to the college and its reputation, as well
as a credit to his department,
he is interested in the college
and the students. This could be
no more sufficiently testified to
than in the case of last Thursday's concert.

But-we can't.
The large majority of those
who went to see "Birth of a
Nation" went from a love of
sensationalism rather than a
love of art. They went because
of the noise that had been made
about the movie, not because they
thought of it as an important
contribution to the cinema. They
went because they wanted something spectacular.
For these people we feel naught
but disgust.
These mental castrati, faculty,
administration, and students
alike, are those who are responsible for and will prolong the
sentiment that Newark State College is a glorified high school.
It exists only or the classes it
offers and little else.
This is why the Lecture Series
is withering and why campus
clubs are losing their mempershi p: N.S,C. does not have the
personality of a college; it never
has had it. As long as those
connected with it don't bother
doing something about them selves, the students will leave
here cheated of an education, the
faculty will labor here cheated
of students, and the administration will continue running a
pleasant, superficial, vapid high
school,

completion. At F airleigli Dickinson University (the Rutherford
campus), the Student Council has
been non-existent for several
months and the editors of the
student newspaper recently questioned why Student Council had to
exist at all, since activities ordinarily sponsored by the student
We mentioned last week that
government went on without Stu- there seems to be a gradual
dent Council.
withdrawal from culture on this
We have not been put in the campus, a withdrawal that is
position that the students of Fair- affecting
every organization
leigh Dickinson - Rutherford are. here.
We have never had to do without
The day that editorial appeara Student Council on our campus; ed, the Fine Art Film Club
perhaps we will never have to. presented a silent film, ''MetroBut we are sometimes forced to polis". This Club has consistwonder just how important StuCo ently done its duty as it saw it.
really is to the functioning of any offering the N.S.C. student body
or all extra-curricular activities some of the films that have been
at Newark State. Judging from basic to the' development of the
its lackadaisical performance motion picture art. It has offered
this year, it isn't important. It's culture in the least obnoxious
major business, it seems, is in form possible - as a "movie".
granting budget requests and in It has tried to bring culture to
trying to keep the student news- Newark State for three years, and
paper in bounds.
no one can say that it has fallen
It's interesting to speculate down in what it sought to do.
on what - if anything - might
This Film Club, remember,
happen were StuCo to dissolve brought "Birth of a Nation" to
or be dissolved.
this campus last fall. For this
Last Thursday night, the Col- film's one performance, the
lege C enter Board, with the Little Theatre was crowded,
cooperation of Dr. Patrick Mc- crowded with people who
The Freshmen, Sophomores
Carty of the Music department. vehemently affirmed their inter- and Juniors have received notic;es
who is a member of the board, est in art. The cancellation of in their mailboxes, coming from
presented a program of piano and the evening performance brought the Registrar's office, to the
violin sonatas in the Little Thea- cries of outrage from students effect that German may be offerter.
and faculty both, all of whom ed as an elective foreign language
Every Monday night for the past stated and restated their interest beginning in September, 1961.
three weeks, the College Center in "Birth of a Nation" as an There are included instructions
Board has sponsored a program interest in cluture and the devel- on what may be done in case one
of bridge lessons for thirty-two opment of the motion picture. is interested in such a course.
people who simply want to learn Judging from the campus reWe are- glad to note this potento play this "card game of dip- action, everyone here was wildly tial addition to the curriculum at
lomats". The program is in favor of this cultural presen- Newark State College. It is an
indication of the fact that
scheduled to continue for four . tation.
and five more weeks.
We would like to be able to the college is coming of age, in
As we go to press, the second say that these same people are that it shows a realization qf the
semester's "Freshman Semi- still attending the films that the fact that foreign languages form
nar" is being planned. In the Film Arts Film Club is showing. an important part of any college's
first semester, this program We would like to congratulate the curriculum, even if it is a teaoffered faculty members in masses for their sincere affection chers' college.
The question we want to raise
informal lecture and discussion . for art. We would like to say
sessions on subjects that ranged that "Metropolis" played to an here is: why has German been
from Zen Buddhism to Russian audience as large as those at selected as the langugage to be
taught? Is it the feeling that
Literature. This seminar was a "Birth of a Nation",
delight to everyone who attended
its meetings. The sponsor of
the seminar: ''College Center
Board.
·
The point of all this is that
the College Center Board is
doing marvels in making Newark
As some of our readers may
Council. In all fairness to the
State what one of its faculty
Executive Committee, the appromembers suggested two years have notic~d, this week's newsval was only given because the
ago: a cultural center for the paper is being printed without a
members of the committee were
entire area. From Shakespeare nameplate. Last week the paper
faced with the treat of mass
to Ciardi, from Zen to Tolstoy, was called the INDEPENDENT;
resignation of the editors of the
from jazz to Schoenberg: the in previous weeks it had been
newspaper, and felt that the
CCB has presented or will pre- known as the REFLECTOR.
As we explained in the last
student body deserved its newssent programs of this nature,
paper.
and. for this it is to be warmly issue of the newspaper, the issue
that saw the change of name, we
Having explained the oddity i.n
congratulated.
this week's newspaper, we would
Take the concert last Thurs- cannot any longer call ourselves
like to once again explain why
day.
Mr. Gniewek, who is a a reflector. For reasons that
we did what we did, for by far
concert master with the Metro- we think were adequately prethe most prevalent question since
politan Opera Company, and Mr. sented in that editorial, we have
the first issue of the INDEPENRichard Woitach, who is an chosen to call ourselves by a
assistant conductor for that name other than REFLECTOR•. DENT appeared has been: why?
It seems, however, that we have
Again and again we have been
august organization, played for
asked why we thought, why we
the people who had chosen to run afoul of proper procedures
spend the evening listening to and traditions, in that we did not had the nerve to think, that we
them, and we think it mild com- ask the approval of Student Coun- were not required to reflect the
ment to say that the Little Theater cil in the changing of the name. opinions of the student body of
was filled with the glories of For this reason, we are pro- Newark State College.
The answer to that question is
music for the few hours those hibited from appearing under the
name of INDEPENDENT, as that this: if the student body of NSC
gentler:nen were on the stage.
has not yet received official has ideas, it has never attempted
approval and we cannot, in to communicate them to us or to
conscience, again assume the let us know what it thought until
name of REFLECTOR, which we we sought them out, by one means
officially repudiated in last or another. Can anyone seriously
believe that a college newspaper
week's paper.
Originally, we maintained that will be printed if the editors
the change of name was a minor spend their time making public
move, since the content of the opinion polls 7 Are we expected
paper has not changed with it. to reflect what little thoughts the
We added that, as a minor change, majority of students on this
MEMBER
it needed no ·approval save that campus have ? Or have we a right
of the editors of the paper. Oper- to permit them expression in the
The opuuons expressed in signed columns in this newspaper
ating on these assumptions, we letters column, while expressing
are not necessarily the opinions of the editors . Nor is anything
went from REFLECTOR to INDE- our own opinions in our editorprinted in this paper, unless officially cited as such, t o be taken
PENDENT in one week.
ials ?
as official policy or opinion.
We were wrong in that assumpWe have never said that we
This new&paper is published every Tuesday of the ac ademic
tion, or so we have been informed purposely do not reflect the
year. Deadline is one week before public ation.
by Student Council and the presi- student body. As a matter of fact,
dent of the college. Since we have when by chance we do reflect
Editor-in-Chief ••..•....• Peter Barrett
been advised that Student Council what they think - in our editorials
Managing Editor •.•..... • Andrea Loomis
must approve any change of name, - we are very happy. That we do
and since we had firmly stated this so seldom is due to the fact
News Editor . . . . Andrea Lelle Busines s Mgr •.••. Jim Haney
that the REFLECTOR would not that the students have few
Feature Editor . . StuartOderman Public Relations ... Leona Kante r
appear during . our tenure of thoughts that we agree with.
Sports Editor. •. Jan Picarell
. • . . . . . . . . . . . Yolanda TorrE:
office, we could only come out
Still, we honestly feel that our
Art Edi tor . . . . . Lorenzo
Copy Editors .•••. Ruth Verni ck
without a nameplate, and in doing news stories, our letters, our
Circulation Mgr . . J udy Silverman • . . . . . . • • • . . • . Sandy Treat
this we have the forcefully sports stories, and every other
Facu lty Advis or •. • .. Dr. Matthew Dolkey
extracted permission of the aspect of the paper, with the lone
executive committee of Student e xception of the editorials, are as

One week from tomorrow, the
Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors will go to the voting booths
and decide whowillbenextyear's
Student Council president. As we
indicated last week, this is not a
decision ·that any individual can
make lightly.
Choosing next
year's leader of the student body
is no little thing. It deserves
serious and mature consideration before the lever in the voting
booth is pulled.
Fortunately for the entire student
body,
two extremely
qualified candidates are seeking
the office this year. Both Mr.
Santanello and Mr. Pecina have
a great deal of experience in
matters of student government.
and both have shown that they are
not only interested in the welfare of the student body, but will
also work for that welfare.
Whichever of these gentlemen is
elected, the student body can not
do poorly.
But it is not merely a question
of "not doing poorly". It is a
question of choosing "the best
man" for the office, and from the
many qualifications of both candidates, this shall not be simple.
What each of the two candidateS
has said he hopes to accomplish
is indeed interesting. It is also
informative. It is thirdly, and
perhaps most importantly, encouraging. But there are more
questions we would like to see
them answer between now and
election day.
Among these questions are the
following:
1.) How do these candidates .
intend to utilize a greater portion
of the student body to accomplish
more worthwhile projects?
2.)' What does each intend to do
about the "bottleneck" effect of
committees in Student Council 7
3.) Should the president of the
Student Council be always responsible to the desires of the
student body, or should he, on
occasion, be willing to take steps
· that are in opr,>sition to what the
"student body 'apparentlywants7
4.) How does each candidate
stand on the position of evaluation
of the faculty by students 7
5.) How far should Student
Council go in initiating projects
or studies whose reports may be ·
far from kind to the college?
6.) How dependent should each
student association be on Student
Council?
In short. we would like each of
the candidates to answer the
question: ''What is the purpose
of Student Council?" This question was not answered this year
to anyone's satisfaction, least of
all to the members of Student
Council. As a result. Council
has plodded along its silly little
way, accomplishing little and
attempting little more. Perhaps
one of the two candidates, or
better still both of them, could
answer the question of Student
Org's purposes and goals. They
would do the student body and the
college as a whole an immense
favor were they to do this.
This occasions a comment on
StuCo that we think is necessary.
The academic year is nearingits

On Culture

Why Not French?

l'v!r. Siegel's once-a-week sem inar is sufficient for a college
course in French ?
Or is it
something else ?
Is there no
room for both French and German in the curriculum? The
answer to that would be to make
room.
It seems to us that a course
in French is much more important than
course in German,
although we are happy to see the
latter. But throughout the diplomatic field, the two working
languages are English and
French. For several centuries,
a man was not considered educated unless he spoke French. In
the modern world, French is still
the language most commonly
taught in our high schools. Why
must Newark State constantly be
the laggard in something like
this? Why must we sit back,
grateful for the German course,
yet knowing its intended only as
a sop to the appetite of those who
would like to be able to enter a
reputable graduate school with a
background in French 7
We are, understand us, happy
to see German added to the curriculum here. But in the name of
God, what do we have to do to get
French?

a

Letters
THE LAST WORD
To the Editor:
Sometimes Mr. Fink, God love
him, says more than he means.
I hope that his recent letter was
such an occasion. Of it were not.
I wonder if the answer does not
lie· in this little poem by Alfred,
Lord Tennyson.
FLOWER IN THE
CRANNIED WALL
Flower in the crannied wall,
I pluck you of the crannies,
I hold you here, root and all, in
my hand,
Little Flower - but if I could
understand
What you are, root and all, and
all in all,
I should know what God and man
is.

Another Open Letter

What About that Name?
fair, unbiased, and student oriented as they should be. But
we still believe that as editors of
the paper we should have the right
to decide what we want our paper
to say, and that we should have
the right to change its name if
we so desire it.
Whatever the result of this
petty crisis that we are embroiled in, the readers of this newspaper will not see the REFLECTOR during the· tenure of office
of the individuals whose names
appear on the masthead on this
page. The paper, quite frankly,
may cease publication within the
next few weeks, but it will not
again be the REFLECTOR. This
whole business started out as
what we considered a matter of
editorial policy; it has become an
affair of monumental importance.
The freedom of editors of a newspaper is involved here, and that
the newspaper is a college paper
is relatively unimportant, it
seems to us. It's unfortunate that
we have been brought to the point
where we must make such ·a fuss
over such a minor incident, and
it has happened here. We mean
it.
We hope you see the INDEPENDENT - or any newspaper
- next week.
ARGENTINA COMES TO NSC I
Monday night, March 27, at
7:30
Place: The Little Theater
Sponsored by the Foreign
Stude~t Committee of NSA
Notice to all Sophomores:
On Thursday, March 23, at
3 :30, there will be a meeting
of all Sophomores in their
Practicum groups. See the ·
bulletin board outside Dr.
Mt:Creer y's office for location of each- meeting.
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Th e Big Washday

Cinema

by V. Kashuda
They
called her ' 'Crazy
Mary," and maybe she was. But
she was as sane as your next
door neighbor about some things.
Nobody. knows just where ''Crazy
Mary" began, but her ending
made headlines long after she
was dead.
Sure, she walked around town
both in summer and winter with
an American flag draped around
her, but maybe she had reason
to. She had lost her husband in
the first World War and two sons
in t h e s e c o n d. My d a d
remembered an old story which
related that "Crazy Mary's''
great great grandfather had,
while escaping the Susquehannock
Indians, leaped off Camel's
Ledge!
This ledge, 250 feet
high, had been the product of an
antecedent stream which the
Susquehannock River had formed
outside of Pittston, Pa. All of
these tragic events could then
have accounted for Mary's behavior. But that's another story.
It happened that Mary owned a
pear orchard into which all of
the birds were welcome to play
and feast. While it was then a
shadow of its former self, the
trees still bore sweet, juicy
fruit. I can remember frequent
stomach aches as a result of too
much e a ti n g or premature
picking. Anyhow, certain people
· wanted that orchard for another
use, Some big deal operators
figured on a large housing
development. While this all
seemed necessary, Mary decided
that they didn't have to build it
on her orchard lands. Things
weren't too easy for her. The
corporation had her committed.
Mary could ncit fight back.
Two weeks before she became
an inmate at the state institution,
she died. They brough Mary
home for burial, It began to rain
the morning they took her to the
cemetery. It rained for two weeks
straight. The corporation, which
had begun the skeletal work on
the project, was to see the river
rise beyond the flood stage, Swept
away were the bitter fruits of
their labor.
When the water
receded, all that was left was
a small clump of pear trees.
The housing corporation was
ruined. No attempts to rebuild
were ever made,
All that happened twenty years
ago. There has never been a
fllo
flood like that one since. Kids
still get stomach aches today,
as we did then.
It's just too
bad that "Crazy Mary" isn't
around to see it--American flag
and all.

Metropolis

College AnswerCommunist Film Supreme Court
To Peace Corps to be Shown Upholds HUA(

(UPS) The U.S. Department of
Defense is preparing a new film
on Communism which they hope
will give an overall picture of
communist efforts of penetration
The Editors of the paper have
into
youth and youth orasked me to review the latest
ganizations.
effort of the Film Club, Since
The film has been in the
I am an outsider it is rather
making since last August, and is
to review a film when because
expected to be released shortly,
of the lack of audience present
While it has been prepared
I could not determine their colprimarily for use in American
lective reaction. Indeed there
military
installations, the film
was probably short of 15 students
may be cleared for public release
and one scholarly bearded gentleif there is a demand for it,
man and his charming wife who
•Based partially on FBI reports,
have attended all of the films as
the
film will be called
well as the other cultural affairs.
"Communist Targer Youth". It
To this person the film must
will cover all aspects of Comhave been a masterful work.
munism and its methods. Among
At this institution Arts are
other things it will include the
Synonymous With Apathy. If the
Venezuelan rioting against
size of the screen was to be
former Vice-President Richard
used as any symbol it could
M, Nixon.
perhaps be symbolic of the small
Whatever material the film
audience, I was told that such
contains
on the San Francisco
was not the case-the film in point
demonstrations will be taken
did not offend any one group and
from ''the original unedited
if no one was offended why show
pictures" and not from theHUAC
a film with no point of view?
version,
"Operation Abolition".
At the piano was Stuart Oderman
An ear lier report that the new
who with light in his eyes and
defense department film was dethe original score from the
signed to replace "Operation
Museum of Modern Art played
Abolition" and "Communism on
for two straight hours. If not
· the Map" which have been
for the music which was an
attacked as "biased" and "disintegral part of the silent film,
torted" was denied by a Defense
the film would have only the
Department spokesman.
He
sound of the inadequate pro-.
stated, however, that theDefense
jector. But Mr. Oderman in his
Department has never used
quest for the authentic brought
" 0 p er at i on
Abolition" o r
me back to the olden days when
"Communism on the Map" beit was the pianist who set the
cause it "doesn't suit our needs,"
mood. Indeed it was apleasure
''There is a serious problem
to hear the "chases" and "love
of Communist penetration into
scenes" at the right places.
youth organizations all over the
Metropolis was a remarkable
world," he said, • •and there is a
film, remarkable i.il its scope,
need for some kind of film which
remarkable in its purpose, reshows the overall problem."
markable that so few people were
The council expressed concern
on hand to say it was remarkable,
about statements in the film
''reflecting adversely upon the
reputation of students" and about
the film's "effect upon freedom
of expression" by implying that
a ciriticsm of the committee is
(UPS) All students of the world
Communist-Inspired,
may participate in a Photography
It questioned whether the film
Contest organized by the Intercontains "errors of fact and innational Bureau for Cultural
terpretation''. The other film
Activities (IBCA} in cooperation
"Communism on the Map", is
with the international student
put out by a private group in
magazine "The Student". IBCA
Arkansas.
It claims to show
is an office established by the
how America was duped by Red
International Student Conference
advances in the past few years.
more than three years ago for
Lt. Commander
Arthur
prom o ting student cultural
Levenau said the film could be
activities
and
international
"open to misinterpretation".
cultural
activities
and inAt the University of Washternational cultural exchange.
ington, a history professors who
Any student currently enrolled
criticized the film as portraying
in a university in any area of
only one side of the picture was
the world mayenter. A maximum
threatened with death by an
of six photographs per entrance
anonymous caller and now stands
is allowed,
The size should
accused · by the State Antibe approximately 13 by 18 ems,
(inches) although other demenSubversive Committee of the
sions w i 11 be permitted if
American
Legion f o r
his
ciriticism,
necessary for full artistic effect
(UPS) The ''Great Debate" of the photograph. Both black
The caller who denounced Dr.
fever has hit several campuses and white and colored prints will
Giovanni Costigan's criticism of
in the midst of student body be accepted, The Contest has two
"Communism on the Map" may
elections this spring.
subjects: "Student Life" and
have been a crank, Dr, Costigan
At the University of North "The Society in which we live".
said, ' ' but a crank killed a graduCarolina, the possibility of having These subjects may be interate student at Berkely a month
a '' Sevier - Hariss' television preted as desired,
ago,"
debate similar to the Nixon The Contest started in January
He referred to the shooting of
Kennedy debates is causing much and w i 11 remain open until
a professor and a graduate
c o m m en t
among s t u d en t
December 31st., 1961, There is
student on the University of
politicians.
no entry fee, but all photographs
California campus January . 25.
While not yet at the television sent in will become IBCA's
The killer, who had not previously
stage, the University of Texas property, · who will have full
met
either · of the pair,
held its "Great · Debate" last reproduction rights over them,
believed the professor to be a
Tuesday in a University auditorThe photographs stiould be sent
Communist. Although the
ium, The debate between the to IBCA, and on the back of each
gr actuate student died, the
three candidates for president print should be clearly written
professor is recovering from
of the Student Association opened the name and address of the
face wounds,
with statements by each, followed photographer, the category and
Dr,
Costigan said "Comby cross-examination by each of the subject of the photograph,
munism on the Map" is an
the other two, A period of Each contestant should also send
excelleht example of an attempt
questions fro m the audience in an entry form which may be
to demoralize the public.
followed.
obtained from IBCA, Post Box
The history professor reported
Commenting on the possibility 36, Leiden, Netherlands.
he h as received numerous
of using television debates on
P r i z e w i n n e r s will be
abusive letters and phone calls
the campus, the North Carolina • announced in the March lst,.1962
during the weeks following his
DAILY TAR HEEL states: "The edition of "The Student". The
criticism of the film, Some weeks
television format has its lfmita- photographs will be judged by a .
ago, his name plate was torn
tions, of course, It encourages jury consisting of the Director
from his office door.
glibness instead of concentrated of IBC A, the Editor of "The
The State Anti-Subversive
thought, and it imposes a time Student", two Dutch professional
Committee is circulating a
limitation that often cuts short photographers, and the staff of
"fact" sheet on Dr. Costigan on
debate before it has really begun the Coordinating Secretariate of
the University of Wa~hington
to make sense,''
Seniors graduating with a campus,
National Unions of Students
But, says -the paper, television (COSEC).
grade-point average between 3.45
is capable of reaching every
The prize-winning photographs
and 3.64 are designated as
A Friday Frolic will be
student on campus at the same will be displayed at the 10th graduating cum laude; those
held on March 24 at 8:00 P.M.
time. The editorial suggested ISC and valuable prizes will be graduating with averages from
to midnight in the College
that television debates could be offered to the winners, There 3.65 to 3,84 are magna cum
Center. There will be live
used to discuss major campus will also be smaller prizes for laude, Grade - point averages
music. All are invited to
problems where all students need each category, and some
above 3.84 are accompanied by
attend.
to hear. outspoken discussion. honorable mentions.
a listing as summa cum laude.

Great Debate

reviewed by Lynn Cunningham
(at the request of the publication
who asked her to do so)

Photo Contest

(UPS) Reacting quickly to
President Kennedy's executive
order establishing a temporary
Youth Peace Corps. several U.S.
colleges and student organizations have come forward with
their support, doubts and offers
of services,
Last week, Columbia
University's Student Board
unanimdusly approved sending a
letter to Columbia's President
Grayson Kirk urgin him to "offer
Columbia as a regional training
center for future Peace Corps
personnel.''
Citing President Kennedy's
message to Congress on March 1
proposing the nation's colleges
and universities as personnel
training grounds for the Peace
Corps, the Board called upon the
University administration to
''bring Columbia's name back
into the foreground of national
education by becoming the first
University to offer such a program in cooperation with the
Federal Government,''
At Phillips University in Enid,
Oklahoma, t h e Student Senate
wrote to all Oklahoma congressmen in Washington in support of
the Peace Corps, and the student
government of both the University
of Oklahoma and the University
of Redlands California, have gone
on record as supporting the program,
The
MINNESOTA DAILY
reported that foreign students
on the - campus gave general
approval to the Peace Corps,
but in an interview with the
MICHIGAN DAILY, five Chilean
students touring the U.S. on a
U.S. National Student Association
program expressed a doubt about
the Corps' effectiveness. They
pointed out that the weight of
the new Latin American policy
in the U.S. cannot be borne by
a Peace Corps, but a basic
change must be made in the
economic relationship between
the U.S. and Chile.
One Chilean remarked that
most of the natural resources in
the Latin American countries are
being removed by United States
industries.
For one thing, the . Chileans
felt the Peace Corps would be
more successful if it were part
of the United Nations instead
of the State Department, Then,
they added, the government (in
Chile) through which the Peace
Corps would deal is quite conservative and Corps workers
might be channeled into work
which would maintain the status
quo, not bring progress,
The education provided to
Americans by the Peace Corps
program seemed worthwhile to
the Chileans and they were glad
that Americans would have a
chance to find out about Chilean
problems, but they feared that
U.S. Corps workers might have
a hard time understanding the
problems since our terms of
reference are so different,
While supporting the Corps,
the TICKER of CCNY rehashed
the question of the Corps as an
a 1tern at iv e to compulsory
. military training saying they disagreed with the fact that service
in the corps won't be consJdered
as such an alternative.
To provide an opportunity for
students to work out all these
problems and doubts and to
solidify their opinions on the
Peace Corps and their responsibilities in i~ the U.S. National
Student Association and several
other student and youth sponsors ·
have scheduled a National Conference on Youth Service Abroad
for March 29,30 and 31 at The
American University in Washington, D.C. Among the speakers
at the Conference will be
Senator Hubert Humphrey and
Congressman Henry S. Reuss,
and Sargent Shriver.

(UPS) A sharply-split . Supreme
Court has reaffirmed the right of
the House Committee on Un American Activities (HUAC) to
investigate communism, But the
committee's tactics were
assailed sharply by the dissenting
justices.
By a 5-4 vote, the court upheld
contempt of Congress convictions
against Frank Wilkinson of Los
Angeles and Carl Braden of Kentucky who refused to answer
questions put to them by a subcommittee in Atlantic in 1958.
Justice Hugo L. Black, who led
the dissenters with a vigorous
ciriticism of the committee's
practices, is also the man whose
words inspired the formation of
organization of college students
waging a battle against what it
calls the "Communist-led" drive
to abolish the HUAC, The
Student's Committee for Congressional Autonomy (SSCA),
started by two Northwestern
students, uses as its motto a
statement made by Justice Black
in 1936: ''There is no power
on earth that can tear away
the veil behind which powerful
and audacious and unscrupulous
groups operate, save the soverign
legislative power armed with the
right of subpoena- and search."

Phantoms of

The Opera
The Student Council last Wednesday decided to buy a box
seat at the Metropolitan Opera.
A very noble idea, But from
shence does this desire stem?
From the voiced desire of the
council members and the student
body to attend the Opera? I
seriously question whether most
of the council members know
where the Metropolitan Opera
House is! What's more they will
never know, for most of them
couldn't care less about music
or anything else,
Given the opportunity to purchase recordings in an effort
to build up student knowledge and
interest in music, including opera
and drama, the executive committee of the Student Council
chose to save · student funds,
seeking other means of gaining
financial support, principally the
State or the mysterious College
Fund, for such a program, They
w i 11 however spend student
monies to make the thiatrical
experience available to a limited
number of students, via student
subsidization of their own funds,
while refusing to make the
musical experience available to
the entire student body. The opera
box proposal, it appears, stems
from a desire to gain some
prestige - to join Yale on the
metropolitan subscription list. ·
But this is not Yale, The ·very
fact that the Lecture Series, the
film club since "Birth of a
Nation" and College Center
Board programs have been
greeted with a (to be tactful)
less - than - capacity audience
would indicate the nature and
extent of cultural disinterest on
the part of the students, If a
student is truly interested in
opera he will pay two-fifty,
risking the hazards of poles, etc,,
or, if he can afford it, more,
Also: generations of music lovers
have taken advantage of, and been
grateful for, the privilege of
standing. Theirs has been an
interest in listening to great
music, not in being seen "at
the opera". If Student Council
has money enough · to buy a box,
they have money enough to buy
that musical equipment which will
fire student interest and appreciation of music, If student
council can pay for both, great!
But if a choice must be made,
then making opera available to
all students on campus is their
responsibility. To make music
available during free hours, and
in music classes; that is their
responsibility, Given the wherewithal!, our faculty'is sufficiently
gifted to interest most students
in musi~. Given only the score
(and there is a scanty supply of
tl19_~e) . and ancient scratched
Continued on P a1;e 4
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Wes Danilow Slated
For Nat'I Bowling Tournament

Basketball Is Born
At Mi~-Western

Women Alumni Edge

Newark Staters 29-27

Scarcely less exciting to collegians and townspeople alike was
the news percolating from the
girls' side of the gymnasium that
a new game called basketball had
arrived at Midwestern and what
was practically unbelievable, that
it was to be played outdoors,
The women Alumni of Newark Karen Kurowski scored 2 points.
For weeks the daring souls who
were to launch the new sport , State College dropped in thefirst In the last quarter of the contest
sewed on the costumes in which two points of the annual basket- .the . AJ.umni scored . tbejr la.st
they were to appear, and when the ball contest and never lost the decisive point on afoul shot while
news leaked out that the lower lead for the remainder of the the Newark Staters tallied 8
extremity of those costumes were game,
points on baskets by Della HartMarch 14 was the scene of the enstein and Jan Picarell, The
to be BLOOMERS, many and
sundry were the meetings held annual clash between the under- final score sl1YI the Alumni in a
behind closed doors by faculty, graduate arl'd graduate women of favorable light winning the
board, gymnasium instructors, Newark State, a clash which sus- contest by one point, dropped in
parents, and students, in which tained the alumni' s victory oflast by Karen Kurowski. Mrs, Eleathe moral and ethical versus the year when the undergraduates nor Wundling Standaert led all
convenient aspects of the garment went down even harder than the scorers with 12 points on 6 goals,
recent 29-27 score,
were discussed.
·
for the Alumni; she was followed
In the first quarter the Alumni by Karen Kurowski who marked
And for those same weeks
practice was conducted in the outshot the undergraduates 16 to with 11 points, Della Hartenstein
gymnasium were no prying 6 with Karen Kurowski of '60 led the Newark Staters with 8
masculine eye might see. And scoring 8 points. She was follow- · poinst followed by Jan Picarell
when the afternoon arrived on ed closely by Mrs. Eleanor Wund- who dropped in 6 points,
which the first outdoor game was ling Standaert with 6 points. Pat
Following the contest the
to be held, dozens of horses and Young tallied a bucket for 2
undergraduates
treated
the
On the undergraduate Alumni to a buffet supper, In
carriages were hitched at the points.
long rows of posts outside the side Ellen Gantly and J oAnn Light attendance for the Alumni who
campus, countless bicycles lean- split the 6 points, scoring 3 each, did participate were Ivliss Helen
ed against the walls of Central At the end of. the first half the
Williamson, who arranged the
and Administration Buildings and Alumni were leading the underplayday with the Alumni and who
more pedestrians wended their graduates by 6 points 18-12, In
as many remember wa_s last
way to the ballgrounds than during the second half Jan Picarell and
year's WRA President. Mrs,
Della
Hartenstein
led
the
Newark
the previous Commencement.
Karen Kozlowski Dombrowski
The girls came out of the Staters with the opening baskets
also of the class of 1960 served
as scorekeeper along with Helen.
gymnasium at the scheduled hour scoring 4 and 2 points respectivePresent for the festivities was
. walking sedately enough, eighteen ly, while JoAnn Light dropped in
a
much
needed
foul
shot
to
bring
Dr. Regina Garb, Associate Proof them, nine for each side, their
fessor of Mathematics at Newark
long hair tied back in horsetail the Newark Staters up to within 9
State and an alumna of this colformation,
The c o st um e s points of the Alumni. The Alumni
scored on 5 baskets in the th,trd · lege herself, Mrs. Marion L.
proved
to
be
of
sober
black
Wes Danilow, Newark State's representative at the National
flannel augmented by red and quarter of the game; with Grace
Parsons, Secretary of the Alumni
Inter-collegiate Bowling Tournament.
blue sashes tied at the side and Vescio of '60 scoring 4 points,
Association sat on the sides with
the mostflagrantcritic among the Eleanor Standaert had 4, and
other non-playing alumnae and
While the college basketb~ll the six all-events scorers in the ,anti - bloomer onlookers could 1--------------- 1 cheered them on to victory. Reseason was in full swing and men's division and invites him to scarcely have found fault with a number of leading authors of fereeing for the game was
grabbing most ow: sport's head- represent the region at the· those maligned nether garment, juvenile books will write stories provided for by Jan Picarell and
lines,
a near - spectacular National Inter-collegiate Tour- for each pair looked like nothing about New Jersey in simple lang- Ellen Gantly. A good time was
individual sport's performance nament, held in Detroit, March so much as a skirt, contained six uage for primary and •inter- had by all with the Alumni looking
was recorded, although appearing 26-29, 1961. All expenses for
mediate grade children. Other very well on the court especially
yards of fifty-four-:inch flannel,
to have escaped the attention of plane travel, meals and lodgings was built solidly below the knees, books on New Jersey history, when very few of them have playmost of us.
are provided by the national orand when raised at the side would published as paperbacks, are ed basketball in years, Many of
Wes Danilow·, a member of the ganization.
form a high fan-shaped mass of suggested for use· in junior and them showed the undergraduates
Newark State team which comWes has been bowling for about dry-goods to the shoulder with senior high schools, For student a thing or two about how to play
petes in the rugged Eastern four years and boasts a 278 as his
still no sign of parting between assemblies and town meetings, the game.
Inter-collegiate Bowling League, individual high game, As against the limbs. Thatpotentialembar- the Tercentenary Commission is
participated in the Regional elim- his usual ten games a week, Wes
rassment disposed of by the being asked to send a travelling
Phantoms Opera
ination roll-off s eeking to qualify has been averaging about fifty
citizenry, there still remained company of actors to perform a
Continued from P age3
as the Region II representative games per week in an effort to
the shock of the partial sight of documentary drama on New Jer(N~w Jersey, West Virginia, keep sharp for the up-coming
sey history.
recordings, little can be
thirty-six legs, even though a
Pennsylvania, Maryland, and head to head competition against mere one-third of each was exThe
educational
advisors accomplished.
Delaware),
the nation's best collegiate bowlI urge Student Council to
posed, -- and when the audience believe a wealth of material conCompeting against some of the ers.
left for home at dusk, after wit- cerning New Jersey could be consider what they are doing with
East's best college bowlers, Wes,
This year's Regional Tournanessing a long but gently feminine developed in New Jersey colleges "our" money more realistically
who sports 175 average, fired a ment was sponsored and promoted
tussle fop a ball, they were still and universities if faculty mem- and economically. The money
sparkling 9 game 1820 series, by our College Center Board,
as divided in their opinions as the bers and graduate students are should not serve the purpose of
with a high game of 238 included under the direction of the ever
encouraged, Surveys of past and fostering NSC's prestige: presbloomers, whether or not the
in this stretch, This performance popular Mr. Fred Marder. Good
innovation was right,
But the current research on New Jersey tige will come (if that is what
earned him the top spot among luck, Wesl
advanced thinkers won as always, will probably be undertaken, The this institution seeks) with ·the
and feminine athletic history was committee would also have the development of educated indivicolleges send their faculties out duals.
made that day.
around the state for special Ter- If Student Council so desired,
centenary lectures, Among other they could play a significant role
This excerpt was taken from
suggestions under consideration in making this an educational
Bess Streeter Aldrich's book,
Last Wednesdays intra-mural
is a possible pageant, using col- institution, where Met seats or
"Miss Bishop".
Applications for the Apirl 27,
basketball games were allforfeit
lege students, at the New Jersey seats for any cultural event are
games, Freshmen II won a 1-0 1961 administration of the Colexhibit at the New York City not the object of desire but
game over Junior III, Senior I lege Qualification Test are now
World's Fair in 1964,
necessity.
kept its undefeated status, by win- available at Selective Service
ning a 1-0 game over the Fresh- System local boards throughout
man I, and the Soph. I won over the country,
Soph. II last week in an advanced
Eligible students who inte1td to
game. The other game for the
take this test should apply at
Make New Jersey children
night, Junior I vs. Junior II, was
once to the nearest Selective SerTuE:sday, March 21
declared a 0-0 tie when no player vice local board for an application more excited about the history
12:30 P.M.
Kappa Delta Pi Luncheon
Meetings Room
of either team showed up for the
and ·a bulletin of information. and geography of their state. That
Meeting
game.
Next week is the big
Following instructions in the is whatplannersforNew Jersey's
3:30 P,M.
Social Comm.
Meetings Room
game, Senior I vs. Soph. II, which
belletin, the student should fill three-hundredth birthday celeSci, Aud, 130
3:30 P.M.
Current Affairs Test
may determine the champions hi •
out his application and mail it bration in 1964 are saying.
(All Soc. Sci. Majors)
In the March issue of the
Standings up to March 8, 1961
immediately in the envelope proDr. Hutchinson
are below.
vided to SELECTIVE SERVICE NJEA REVIEW, Dr, Frank B.
3:30 P,M.
W,R,A. Meeting
Gym
TEAM
WLT PER.
EXAMINING SECTION, Educa- Stover, head of the education
4 :30 P .M.
Graduate Colloquim
Main Lounge
Senior I
6 0 0
1,000
tional Testing Service, P.O. Box advisory committee, tells what
5:00 P,M.
NuThetaChiMtg,
Fae, Din, Room
0 7 0
Junior lll
.ooo 586, Princeton, New Jersey• it has been reporting to the State
7:30 P.M.
Wapalanne
Mtgs,Room
,500
Junior II
2 3 1
Applications for the April 27 test Tercentenary Commission,
7:30P,M,
Chorus Rehearsal
The committee hopes that, both
Little Theater
Junior I
3 2 1
,667
must be postmarked no later than
7 :30 P .M.
Rho Theta Tau
before and during the TercenMain Din. Room
Soph, II
5 1 0
midnight, April 6, 1961,
.836
Wednesday, March 22
.
Soph.I
3 2 0
.600
According to Educational Test- tenary year, students will do
1:30 P,M.
All College Stu. Org. Mtg,
Gym
Fresh, II
3 3 0
.soo ing Service, which prepares and research on the history of their
1:30 P.M.
Ed. Dept. Meeting
Sci, 136
Fresh. I
2 4 0
.333
administers the College Qualifi- own communities or regions of
1:30 P,M.
Stu. Pers.Comm.
Stu. Pers, Office
Such exploration,
cation Test for the Selective the state,
7:00 P,M.
Men's Intramural Basketball
Gym
Service System, it will be greatly whether by first graders or colThursday, March 23
1/2 Fr, Visit Schools
to the student's advantage to file · lege research workers, will have
3:30 P,M.
All Soph. in Prac, Mtgs.
(See Bulletin
his application at once. Test permanent value in the state's
To tho§e .- students
Board
results will be reported to the school systems, the committee
3:30 P,M.
"Academic Hotspot"
involved in the unfinished
Meetings Room
student's Selective Service local believes.
(Kappa Delta Pi)
discussion in the Snack Bar
For elementary and high
board of jurisdiction for use in
3:30 P,M,
Alumni Homecoming Comm.
re: J. D. Salinger (paperAlumni Office
considering his deferment as a schools, Dr, Stover's group of
Mtg,
back "Nine Stories") and
leading educators have already
student.
7:30 P,M,
Franz Kafka (' 'MetamorDelta Sigma Pi
Meetings Room
suggested a number of projects,
Friday, March 24
phosis") and any other
They would like surveys made of
8:00 P,M,
students wanting to discuss
Friday Frolic
Rec.Room
available materials, books and
Monday, March 27
such themes in Modern
visual aids --that classroom tea1:30 P.M.
Dept. Chairmen
Fac,Lge,
Literature please meet in
chers might use. Surveys of
the College Center Lounge
Townsend
historical sites that school
4:30 P,M,
Student Counci.).
Mtgs,Rm,
on Tuesday,
March 28,
groups might visit should also be
7:00 P.M.
Bridge Lessons
Mtgs. Rm,
at 3:30.
made, they say.
8:00 P.M.
Foreign Student Program
L,T.
The committee is hopeful that
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